(a) ITov Hboro, = A small community on the periphery of Mb ore, where a local
development scheme (since discontinued) load to a recent concentration of
farmers around a vat or furrow,.
'Aithin those four communities some 133 household Pleads have been interviewed,
and. It is hoped to extend, these samples as the

study progresses.

This paper

is meant as onlya" very tentative discussion of the first two seasons' results
a full presentation of field data in noro systematic form must wait The completion of further fieldwork, and the machine processing of the loiv i. -;r»iew
(1)
questionnaires which were used

v

.

I. THE NATUKE OP THE PROBLEM
The physical Background
Traditionally, the problem,v of farming in dry lands are seen to be
mainly environmental in origin.

The lew rainfall, che severe effects of

thunder showers on the bare ground, the infertility of soils derived from an
old basement complex—these are causes commonly given for the chronic famines
which have been experienced, traditionally in
(2) the drier areas
This view is being increasingly challenged,;

East Afrjca„

' and we shall see several ways

wherein the social contexts of modern farming accentuate the problem,

never-

theless, for descriptive purposes it seems logical to begin with the physical
and ecological factors.
-s one moves out from lit. Kenya into the lower areas, a boundary is
reached, between the volcanically derived soils and the older soils derived
from oho basement complex of irregularly banded migmatitic gneiss and granitoid gneiss.

Throe of the four communities lie beyond this boundary, so

that they show the typical free draining red loams so characteristic of red.
sones.

Especially in Mberc, the soils tend to bo latoritic and gravelly.

This is the area where Government has had to devote most of its efforts since
the thirties to soil erosion control and famine alleviation, where in tne
1950s the ALD3V "mangalatu'' (Eikamba for "eroded, bare") soil conservation
• (3)
campaigns wore waged

v

'*

Originally an area of acacia, comiphora. bushland,

the land has come under more exploitive cultivation as population pressure
has grown. It is probable that tiio indigenous system of shifting cultivation
had broken down as much as twenty or more years ago in many areas.

Today

the soils are extremely deficient in nitrogen, potassium, and phosphates.
According to field estimates, one acre may require over five tons of farmyard
manure in order to initiate response to fertilizer use;
Field research in 1966 and 1$67 *hich has been a part of a larger
research design on Agricultural Innovation in Embu District. E.R. TJatts, Hiss
J. Uills, and J.R. Moris have been conducting the research in the upper, "high
potential" areas of the District.
(2"1
'Cf. A. Mascarcnhas, "Aspects of "cod Shortages in Tanganyika (192545)5" U.E.A. Social Science Conference pa^er No. 447, January 1J67.

(
' J violl described in the Ministry ef Agrioultu.ro publication,
African land Development in Kenya, 1946 -- 1962.

There is one exception to this picture of declining soil fertility,
the community listed as "New Machakos".

Hero, whore the village lies on flat,

slow draining plains, the soils are possibly Montmorillonitic; their retention
of water far into the dry season is one of the village's chief assets.
But the factor cf most immediate concern to the -poople is rainfall.

Ue

can list the main problems under three sub-headings
a) Low rainfall; Ranging from 23 inches ricr annum to 32 for all -arts, the
low rainfall totalr per year are coupled with extremely high v-m.jrtranspiration and with high runoff.
(b) Poorly distributed rainfall; The fact that some effective rainfall is
received in six months of the year is misleading:; when the distribution by
month and by week is looked at, the lack of rainfall adequate to sustain
crops becomes more apparent. For example, in lowland Machakos the total
yearly rainfall occurs within 50 to 80 days, Actual figures for one year
are given belows (no. of days effective rainfall listed below per month)
Short Rains Season

Long Rains Season

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

JAN.

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

3.06"

8.76"

2.57"

O.46-

0.50"

2.23"

0,92"

0.0

4 days

1 0 days 6 d"-'.:

1 1 days 14 days 4 days 5 days
(Days per month on which it rained)

It should be noted that the crops planted during the long rains season
above failed. The general picture is given in Appendix I, a probability
table from which the likelihood of crop failures can be calculated. In
spite of the example above, it can be seen from the table that 011 the
whole tho long rains are the more reliable—an estimate with which farmers, x
concur when discussing the risks associated with their farming system.
^
(o) Secondary effects of long dry seasons° Tho actual length of the dry
spell can become very long indeed, if two or three consecutive seasons should
fail. In those instances the water tables are drastically lowered, even
making it difficult to rely on the usual sand wells in river "basins. Uith
the failure of crops, -per se, can come as well failure of water supplies
first for stock and then for people, the failure of grazing, and so forth.

The actual occurence of a. food shortage is, of course, not Just a matter
of the environments it is the combined result of a given system of technology,
a set of social and economic institutions governing storage and distribution,
and the particular pattern of a given season's rainfall.

On the whole, however,

given the situation where an agricultural people ^ro forced by population pressure to exploit an environment whore rainfall cannot always supply their needs,
the rainfall pattern must bo listed as the immediate cause of most food shortages, even though the impact and severity of the shortage is affected by other
factors.

Dowkef 3 estimate, from tne foreraentioned rainfall probability tables,

that food shortages could be expected once every three years, seems to agree
with historical accounts.

Between the 1360s and 1965 the WaKamba and the Mbere

have experienced, twelve or so serious famines, all of which old farmers can reccount with a history of family members died, members who migrated to ICikuyu,
etc. In the same period there have been over lurice as many less significant
times of food shortage which did not reach famine proportions.

_ 4 2. The Sooio-Eccnomic Background
The influence of social and economic factors on food shortages can he
seen most easily in the concept of a balancc required between labour demands
and energy supplies.

Prom the accompanying table overleaf, the spacing of

seasonal activities can be traced against the likely food supplies.

In the

peak periods of energy demand, e.g.. May -gad November, people will usually
.nave some maize left but the bean supply will have ended.

Pastures are

normally dry by May, and tend to be overgrazed between May and October so that
milk supplies drop sharply.

No wild groen vegetables are available.

The

period from November to March is especially difficult if the short rains have
not been adequate.

The Christmas season brings family pressures for n.jw

clothes, and it is the season when families will use sugared coffeu or tea,
bread, rice and meat—luxuries which have a high prestige value.

There aro

chilclrens' parties between December 2/;th. and January 2nd. when they go wild
in "sawadi parades" to show their [..resents in local shops and Sunday School
competitions (even non-Christians .join in).

On top of these cash demands are

those for hiring ploughs, tractors, or labourers to open land for the new
season.

Since the food from the fnrcn usually lasts from June to about Septem-

ber, the heavy Christmas expenditures coincide with the period when the family
will anyway need to use their cash reserves to purchase ordinary food.

If

for any reason the short rains crop fails, families may have exhausted che
savings needed to prepare for the new cropping season, and the months from
February to June will bo grim indeed.
The first effects of a food shortage are seen in the economic spheres
the sale of poultry by women and children, the illicit sale of stored grain,
glut in the livestock markets, lowered prices of sand in the river beds, a
ready supply of casual labour, and, of course, depletion of any cash savings.
If extended, the dry period alters also the fabric of social life.

This

can be heard in the songs of women as they communally thresh millet, songs
inherited from one year to the next.

Some of the evils mentioned in those

songs as going alone with famine ares
(a) Wife beating and family quarrels by the husband, often loading to the
breakup of a nuclear family,
(b) Men migrate to ether areas, and the women and children are left behind
helpless,
(c) Increase in a particular typo of juvenile delinquency, callod "Mbulili",
(d) Farms and fields are abandoned, as homesteads retrench,
(e) Women, even mothers with four or five children, leave their homos and
may marry whoever can provide them with food (it is interesting that
in MLore where conditions arc most harsh over 60$ of the farmers have
had one or more divorces).
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Alongside one must remember the normal physical consequences of food
shortages the increases in the rates and seriousness of diseases, the reduced
ability of people to perform hard physical labour, and so forth.

The nutri-

tional stress is hardest upon those who can least afford it, the pregnant or
lactating mothers, the infants, t'10 sick, and the aged.
Traditionally, therefore, the people showed a psychological association
between any possible causes of rain failures and subsequent famine.
anything now happened, bhu people thought it would prevent rai

'

' .n
. •_• .Ing,

Lindblom (an anthropologist who studied the TTaKamba in the ear; -

v •

this century) tells how when the railway first came it was called;
rope across our land," "the black snake," etc.

ee .Jack

The people then offered sacri-

fices, as they thought that the building of the railway would stoj> the rains.
Even today, talcing an oath at certain times of the year, or putting "kithangona"
(a buried charm), are still thought to be dangerous in this respect. T;i0 lo^ic
given is that this is trifling with God, the Makrr of rain, who oar. be angered.
Here perhaps one has a functional explanation for the rctivations which
underlie the various traditional agricultural rituals.

The Akamba, Mbere, and

Kikuyu all. recognize the presence of spirits of their ancestors, "aimu".

The

concept of "aimu" is varied, but in general it means that the ancestors have
close contact with the living, that they could give friendly warnings through
witchdoctors, or special people, or by possession at specific dances like
the "'Riluini, "

The aimu expect constant attention from their living relatives,

vsuully through sacrifices under Migumo trees (rain shrines) in secluded areas,
er through food sprinkled on the ground before eating.

Inattention from the

living elders, or the contravention of certain ritual perscriptions, was
"thought to bring down their anger.

If purification did not follow, disaster

would befall the individuals through tho loss cf crops, of soil fertility, the
death of herds or children, or tho failure of rains.

Is put by Lindblom,

"In a poorly watered country such as Ukam'bani, with its recurring droughts—
they have unfortunately all too often great reason for offering sacrifices for
rain."

(See Lindblom further for a long list of items which could bo contra-

vened and so bring misfortune upon the family, lineage, or villogc.)
Another area of traditional concern, the high value placed upon livestock
in IvaKamba life, could als--> be related to the role of cattle and small stock
as a reserve store of value. t~ tide the family over tho lean seasons.
part, this was simply a very practical means of security,

In

It appears that

women from the plains established partners on the hills—the bettor watered
areas most likely to have extra food.-—usually but not always with affinal
relatives.

These partners from the lowlands would send milk to their hill.
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-jartriers in exchange for equivalent fruits, vegetables, sugar cane and green
maize.

The articles change with the seasons, but in times of scarcity a

partner may get free articles with the implicit understanding that this
would be reciprocal in the future.
relationship in further fieldwork.)

(It is hoped to give more study to this
By this means one's relatives by marriage

were brought into the family's security network, since these would be the ones
most likely placed in a different environment.
Even today tho high value put on livestock can be traced in pec los
proverbs and in their aspirations,

Asked the question, "Let us suppose a

farmer has harvested crops and after selling them and paying all his debts
and school fees, he has left a balance.

What would he do with this extra

money?" farmers answered as followss
Machakos
Mbere Central Mbere Sew Machakos New Central,
Put in Bank
10
66
32
35
Euy cattle
8
27
25
45
Bury it
12
12
4
15
Mis.s pay tax, buy clothes,
u
20
0
44
food, family
Never get extra

4

0

30

8

LABOUR MIGRATION
% Males working Outside
Machakos Central
65%
Mbere Central
57^
'
In the two scheme areas movements to work outside was 34% in New Mbere an - 8%
in Immigrant Machakos. The traditional areas therefore show a higher labour migration than the scheme areas.
The table gives indication that even though most people cannot now
hope to have many cattle, livestock are still highly valued.

It could be

argued that the fragmentation of the traditional communal grazing grounds,
and the loss of cattlc as a store of surplus value, leaves the community more
vulnerable to famine now than it was traditionally.
A similar pattern emerges with respect to land.

Under circumstances

of substantial labour migration—made necessary in order to find the money
to survive the dry spell---the elders are left with greater do facto control
over farm households.

Yet those away also have a stake in maintaining the

traditional land rights (against any who might want to change them), since it
is only by this moans that they can sustain their own claims while absent.
The overall attitudes towards land and investment are therefore conservative
ones, which do not encourage the younger, more progressive men in the community
develop agricultural solutions to the problems cf the environmental
limitations.

This can oven be scon in tno attitudes towards education,

looked upon as an escape and as a protection from outside forces bent on
change, and in the institutions for raising capital funds among women's
groups.

The male population in Nov; Machakos had increased from 430 in 1956 to
520 in 1967.

IT. SOME SOLUTIONS
Ifhen files in tho Pi strict Agricultural Offices show that famine relief
measures of one sort or another have had to ho mounted almost one out of every
three years—either in the October to March period, or from May to Juno—it is
not surprising that the problem has ooen a major departmental concern over tho
years.

The area has a long history of sporadic ad hoc campaigns, mainly of a

rather coercive nature.

Th-ere have been anti-goat campaigns, compost making

campaigns, latrine digging campaigns, communal clam making campaigns, communal
terracing campaigns, and oven oonpvlsory do-stocking campaigns.

Since those

are discussed elsewhere for Lower Embu by E.R. Watts, I will mcr ly summarize
the history of previous "extension1- efforts in table form, (see
On the more positive side, two main strategies have been •; 2.': .-;dt
i) capital works programs, such as the ALDEV supplied rural water .• , .age dams
and irrigation furrows, and ii) the introduction cf new cash and food crop
enterprises to the farming system.

(A third main approach, that of land

registration, has not yet been applied to all four of the case communities.)
Discussion will be limited to the strategy of new crop introduction, sinco
this is the aspect cf currcnt extension programs where innovation theory and
farm management analysis have most to offer.

In particular, wo will discuss

tho adoption of a new food crop—Katumani maize—in comparison (more briefly)
to alternative new cash crops, cotton and tobacco.

First, however, a brief

review of the other cash-earning farm enterprises is necessary to make clear
the lack of any viable perennial high value cash crop.
]. Cthor Cash Enterprises
Sisal used to be the "lifeline-' of the dry areas, ana so it deserves
-t mention.

But over the years prices to the farmer have fluctuated, and

recently (last June) have fallen to the lowest mark yet, 25' cts. per lb.

The

Machakos sisal factory closed a few years ago, and since then farmers have
been unable to sell their sisal through normal channels.

In Mberc buying has

also fallen off, and tho Meka sisal factory—the remains of a Ministry sponsored sisal out-grower's scheme—faces closure because the factory site lies
below tho water level for the new Tana River dam at Kindaruma,
prices are so low that no farmer is prepared to decorticate it.

The current
Where there

is no other source cf cash, a wife and her children may decorticate sisal in
the afternoons by hand, wash it and dry it.
for food.

In the morning it will be sold

A family of five could do five pounds and at 50 cts./lb. this would

be enough for seven lbs. of flour and 40 cts. of milk, two meals' worth, or,
alternatively, buy five lbs. maize and two lbs. beans also for two meals. At
25 cts./lb. it is not worth the "irary hard work.

There may also be a shortage

of water for washing the fibres, and those days a scarcity of hedge sisal.
All of which makes sisal an unsatisfactory source of cash oxcopt in the worst
emergency.

The expansion of dailying by introducing grade animals for milk production, while potentially feasible, is currently limited by the availability of
water, the poor pastures, and tho inadequate disease control.

In the lowei

areas, it is not a likely innovation for mass diffusion as tho local market
for milk is reduced, by the continuing presence of largo herds cf local Zebu,
Under the ALDEV Schemes., several ranching areas were sot up, and owner's
co-operatives eventually organized.

As an alternative opc-n to small farmers,

ranching is constrained by the farm unit sizes, and. it has not succeeded even
whore acreages arc larger and many cattle present as in Mbere, Aiakanau, and
Kitui.

Today formal ranching, as such, is limited to a fow co-operatives :'.

Machakos.

Bono of the farmers in the sample areas held any shares

tin

Livestock trading is, however, practised within the survey area.

AnLo

tends to be a non-farm activity, though local cattle traders may rest their
animals en route on their home farms.

Trading requires some initial capital,

and it is limited to very few licensca traders.

Quarantine regulations

greatly frustrate the movement of stock, and rcduce the attractiveness of tho
ontorpri sc.
Fresh fruit and vegetables could become important in the future.

At

present, the growing of bananas, mangces, pawpaws, and pineapples is not
economic because cf tho lack of organized marketing.

Vegetable growing is

limited to river valley bottoms, though in one community farmers are making
money through tho dry growing of tomatoes and chillies.
A:; profitability and characteristics of local dukas and small business
enterprises will not be examined in this paper, but it should be noted that
the duality of farming and duka trade is a, common pattern in tho aroe.s
studied.
None of these alternatives offer sufficient promise to tho small farmer
to bo considered a "solution" to the food shortage problem, so that the
extension services are treating ICatumani maize, cotton, -and tobacco, as the
only viable new introductions at the moment.
2. Tobacco
Tobacco was introduced into the area through a privately organized
extension campaign run by tne B.A.T. Company, and located in Mbcre Central.
From 1954 to 1962 farmers were supplied with seedlings from BAT nurseries,
to be grown in their fields and then sold as green loaf to the BIT factory.
This was a relatively simple process.

is cotton had not yet appeared as a

competitive crop, farmers found it easy to.grow the half-acre required.

I t
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1c 1962-, a "Master Growersystem was introduced, as a part of a general
reorganisation of tobacco extension.

Farmers were now expected co look after

their own nurseries, to grow the crop, to cure it, and to sell the cored leaf
to the BAT factory.

Sample costs and returns per acre are given in tl. .•

accompanying table, as given by the BAT office.

The BAT gave loans to ooror

the capital costs of coring barns, but the increased operating costs were
born by the farmers.

Tho dramatic decrease in overall acreages and numbers

of participating farmers is shown on the chart (Appendix

III )

The full story of why tobacco has failed to hold its own as . cash crop
is not yet clear from field research done to date.

It may be not-d th::t

crop is being expanded in other parts of Kenya by BAT at the very

re-

operations in Mbere Central were being severely retrenched, and that peasant
producers elsewhere in East Africa grow the crop successfully.

At the moment,

it is no longer a feasible possibility for most illiterate and poor farmers
within Mbere Central, and only tho relatively advanced and well-to-do farmers
have been able to retain their status as "Master Farmers."

Since the crop

is confined to this one community out of those in the survey, we will not consider it further here.
3.. Cotton
We are loft with two main solutions to the small farmer's need for
food and cash, both ones competitive in the drier envrionments of lower
Machakos and Embu.

The farmers' awareness of both is excellent by now, so

that the problem is one of securing widespread adoption.

On the practical

d- . the contrast is interesting because both crops are similar in the wide
variation of yields obtained according to husbandry standards, and .in their
.for
need/skilled handling and supplementary purchased inputs. On the organiza~
tional side, the contrast is between specialized responsibility for cash
crop extension—"otton is supervised j j the Cotton Lint & Seed Marketing Board—
and the general agricultural extension services, which supervise Katumani
introduction.

On the theoretical side, the farmers' actual choices between

cotton and Katumani give scope for testing the applicability of a linear
programming approach to farm management decisions,
Cotton has been reintroduced into the survey area with much high powered
publicity.

Few of the civil servants and politicians who now favour it publi-

cally as a money earner are aware that, for farmers, this is a crou which was
once tried and which failed.
19?o and 1942.

It was originally introduced in the years between

Government's emphasis was upon marketing, but a final site for

the ginnery was never agreed upon.

Disease, pest control, and the whole com-

plex of husbandry and. marketing activities wore ignored.

Farmers were viewe--.

-li-

as having a "natural desire for cash."

As a consequence, quality degenerated

drastically and production declined year "by year.

As it was put to mo "by a

trader in Machakos Township, "It died a natural death."
Today, however, cotton is once more "being urged upon lw 'land farmers. The
Plan calls for increases in production "between 1963/64 and 1969/70 >f the
following
0

orders

, _ ,
,,
o„ ,
, . \
( I n '000 lb. of Seed cotton )

Embu District....... From
Machakos District...

"

13 00000000000 1?o (dj^3^
802 ........... " 13,070

'"including estimated production for Mer-u, which in 63/64 -as niA
Figures from Appendix 12, p. 368, the Development Pla-. 1966 - 197".
The success cf cotton as a ^rop do:/ends critically on early planting,
early and frequent weeding, well timed spraying, skilled and frequent picking,
and skilled grading.
led.

It is especially important that jnsect pests "be control-

The current price is 48 cts. per lb. for the best grade, and 23 cts. for

the remainder • AR & BR).

Late picking pushes cotton to the lower grade, due

to fungal .'rowth and bleaching, as does the influence of drought,
of the crop is then cut by half

the least, if not by more.

that farmers in Mbere Central and Mbere Nev- wore getting
the range of from one

fifteen shillings!

profitability

It is no wondci

total return in

The problems of the crop in years

of drought are shorn in tr. Mbere Division crop figures for the last three
years;
Year

Acreage

1964/65... .............
1965/66...............
1966/67....
....

85O
217
945

Source; Divisional Agricultural Files, July 1967.
Of course, dr.^ght equally complicates the arrangements made by the
depa; tmontal and Board extension staff.

In the last season just come

to

maturity, for example, the long dry spell from January to the end of March
(the onset of the rains was delayed by two weeks) seoacd to destroy the chance
for a normal crop in the wh~lo of Lower Embu. The effects were so apparent
that some farmers were found in the field who even unrooted their immature cotton to make room for the long rains food crops, and the ; "jpaitmort cancelled
its request for loan funds to. covor the crop.

Then, to the amazement of all

concerned, the crop revived under the unusually heavy rainfa.ll of the long
rains season, and farmers began to put forward a largo number of requests for
cotter, loans.
Difficulties of these kinds have lead to a shift in policy away from
small individua M y farmed plots (of between .3 and 1 acre each) towards
communally farmed block cultivation.

The idea behind block cultivation is

familiar from elsewhere in East Africa—to concentrate cotton growing in
^'From field intorvl ws by J.R. Moris, Embu District offices.
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specific areas where an extension officer can supervise the crop closely—with
an added twist that the crop may be sprayed by aeroplane!
Because farmers do not have capital to cultivate on this scale (ploughing
by Ministry arranged services costs 5C - 6o/--Gacre, dust or spraying 160 shs
per acre) a system of crop loans was introduced with accompanying rules?
(a) The extonsi-: officer will organize and supervise contract ploughing,
communal weeding, and spraying.
(b) A pulse crop (green grams or Mexican 142 beans) should be planted first
on the now land before a cotton crop is grown.
(c) The Cotton Seed and Lint Marketing Board 'all deduct 75/- per acre
from the proceeds of either pulse crops or cotton, to pay for the
initial loan. Tho marketing of are." crop grown in the block must
therefore pass through the Board'o agents.
In fact, many of -the farmers who planted the 1965/66 crop circumvented.
this rule by planting both maize and ordinary beans as the first crop. Since
.could bo
the combination could, be used for food, or/marketed privately, the Board, could
not reclaim its loans directly.

Thus many farmers from the 1965/66 season

successfully sidestepped the Board's agents to sell the non-cotton crops
privately:, then drought hit the succeeding 1966/67 cotton crop in Mbere Central
and very little was actually sold.

Tho high rate of loan defaulting brought

.joint action by the Board's agents, by the Ministry of Agriculture, and by the
administration, and stern measures were planned for the 1966/67 crop. The
failure of that crop now means that farmers are more or less being forced to
continue growing cotton to meet an ever growing debt load.

In the face of

considerable pressure, some farmers now simply refuse to grow cotton at all.
As one farmer said, "I will never join a cotton block or got a loan.

It is

like when Bwana Sileta (the European) was rounding us up for dam construction."
•J-t is at least apparent that the rather ambitious plan targets for cotton production will not be"met easily.

If the targets must be met, policy will return

dangerously close to the old traditions of coercive control which for so long
characterized tho colonial Government's approaches to the marginal farming
areas.
4° Katumani Maize
Against the foregoing rather gloomy background, the case fox- Katumani
maize at first soems -unusually promising.

Kenya's energetic programs of maize

improvement are gaining the country international recognition as one of the
few where productivity increases through varietal selection have rivalled those
which have been achieved by "developed" nations.

For example, one observer

recently classified Kenya's programs alongside the Rockefeller programs in
Mexico and tho Phillipinos as "a striking illustration of tho general improve-

nen.t..that ia possible when other technological r*.puiremcnts are Eet;'

, This

praise echoes that of Johnston and Mxelson earlier;
A striking example has been reported, by -the plant breeder at
the Kakamega experimental farm in Kenya. I synthetic hybrid corn
grown on African farms, with careful st._ jrvision of seedbed preparation. fertilizer application, and other operations, gave yields of
140 bushels of maize to the acre,
the order of eight times as
high as typical yields in the area (2).
Indeed, although Kaiumam cannot match the yields of the now hybrid
varieties ii. their high potential environments, the story of its development
is just as exciting.

For many years tho acceding strategy adopted by

agronomists for tho dry areas has been to select for drought resistant varieties
of maize, and to compare yields with those obtained from sorghum as vho indigenous alternative crop.

Some succeses were attained, but by and large the

plant breeders never succeeded in finding a maize variety which would consistently outperform sorghum in both good and bad years.

More recently, however, an

imaginative strategy was adopted which took better account of the rainfall
distribution.

Breeding was concentrated upon finding varieties which could

escape the drought by early maturity.

Beginning from a quick mair.e Tab or an

from Tanzania (which had performed well in bad seasons, coming to maturity in
124 days), a prcgrar; was initiated to build up self-propagating "Synthetic"
varieties which could match the best yields of local maize in 70od years. The
successful candidate was bred at the Katumani Research Station Farm, whence
the name, -n d was released to farmers in the marketplaces for trial in 196.3
as "Katumani Maize II."(The further breeding history of Katumani is complex
and will be reviewed elsewhere.)

The Kenya Seed Co. took over the final bulking

of seed,, and. a mass extension program was started through a large number of
supervised demonstration ;>lo+s.

^

The enthusiasm of the Government over Katumani maize can be better understood against the background of Kenya's geography.

About 80% of the land sur-

face receives less than 25" -- 30" of rainfall per year.

Living in this marginal

envixr.-nment are roughly 1 j? million people, or 17$ cf Kenya's total population.
If lives ;ock improvement will necessitate destocking and grazing controls in
much of this area, the f -A needs of an increasing population must be met largely
from more efficient agricultural exploitation of the marginal farming areas. Yet
it is these very areas which are already 'Aagued by the kind of recurring food
shortages wo have discussed..
' ] '
v

'-'Sprague, 0,
"Agri r A tun .1 Production in t.A; Bevelo- nag
Science, \ A 157, no. 37?0, pp. 774 - 77.'.:..

ountri s. "

'2; ,
• \< canston, B. & S. Ui^ison. "Agricultural and Structural Transformation
in a Developing Economy." Boon. Dev. & Culture Change, vol. 14, no.3,
pp. 279 - 301° p. 29?.
•""'^From the Katumani Research Station reports,
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Like cotton, Katumani requires careful husbandry if it is to bo gro«K
successfully in the lower areas.

The following essential practices wore

presented, together as a package, which farmers were urged to adopt a]I at mcs;
(a) row planting at a spacing of 3 x 1 feet, measured by string.
(b) use of fertilizers and DDT (DDT to control st Ik borer).
(c) early and frequent weeding, three or four times per crop,
(d) careful harvesting and recording,
Because of its early maturing characteristics, Katumani is unusually dependent
upon early planting and fertilizer application? at the research station, even
a three day delay in planting after the rains began "made a great deal of dif~
f e r e n c e , T h e s e differences are well illustrated in tho yields from 196%
when the Katumani Research Station managed, to obtain a harv-w3t with only 5"
of rain, while at Tseikuru with 15" the Katumani maize failed,

for all these

reasons, Katumani gives us an excellent example for study in terms of innovation theory,. since so much of its success hinges upon the diffusion of a whole
packa,ge of now husbandry id.cas.
The departments which were involved in tho field extension campaign?
were the .District administratisa, the Agricultural Department, and Community
Development- Agents were appointed by the Agriculture Department in co-operation
with the administrations the Information Department got cut publicity? and the
chiefs were used to round up farmers for ba,razas.
thr first acre was issued.

Initially, free soed for

Farmers who wished to establish demonstration plots

received also free fertilizer and free DDT dust.
After the initial enthusiasm waned, and it became necessary to extend the
Xerogram to the less co-operative farmers, the establishment and maintenance of
demonstration plots became the yardstick for measuring agricultural staff effort.
(These records noting the fertilizer and DDT use for each plot continue to be
kept carefully even today.)
Agricultural staff.

Demonstration plots became an end in itself to

Chiefs and headmen included the numbers of demonstration

plots in their area in their reports.

Farmers were quick to see that these

one acre replications of the research station techniques were being taken very
seriously by Government.

The consequences can be seen in the two following

tables, the first vf %s of farmer- growing Katumani and the acreagc

grown by

each in relation to the total farm maize acreage, and. the second a $$ breakdown
for each of the package practio-: •'..
Of course, these are only tentative result".
when all the data has been processed.

They will be much amplified

But certain conclusions already emerge,

From the data .given in the two tables it would appear thats
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(a) The rate of diffusion has been very good. Katumani was first
given out to fanners around Machakos in 1?635 but by 1956 we find
that tho % of farmers growing some Katumani is between 60 end 100$
in all four communities. Further, the community with lOO^S is
Mbere ITew, the most physically isolated and distant from tho Machakos
area where Katumani originated.
(b) The high cjo of adoption can be quite misleading of the farmers' .actual
commitment to it as a crop. With tho >utstanding exception.cf Mbere
New, Katumani docs not yet constitute one third of tho total maize
grown. Those figures would indicate that in at least three of-the
four communities, Katumani mai, e is still '"or. trial" so to speak,
and complete "adoption" has not yet been reached.
(c) Of the practices which do n~t require cash finance (as fertilizer
does), the farmers seem more easily convinced to plant and weed
early, and to plant in rows, than they do to plant Ketumani in pure
stands.
These indications from the field that the battle is not yet over are
borne out by interviews with the farmers.

The most significant point which is

not adequately shown by the tables is that many practices wtiich have been
adopted for Katumani wore ale. adopted for longer tern maize varieties.

In

the absence of fertilizers, such practices we.dLd increase the competitiveness
of the other varieties against the drought escaping varieties.
.. Also, many of. the farmers choose only-one or two practices-—mainly early
planting and weeding—and expect good harvests.

While chose practices en their

own ensure some harvest, they may not yield the high level of productivity which
keeps Katumani competitive with its rivals in the good years.
Many farmers admitted, using the practices only on a very limited scale,
i .g., on one plot or on an acre subdivided from the rest of the farm, in order
to keep the extension staff happy and to have something to show neighbours.
The high incidence of row planting is due to the use of oxen and tractors
in planting, rather than being a result of extension staff efforts.

In a few

areas (bordering Upper Embu) farmers wore told an incorrect method of fertilizer placement to accompany Katumani, with the result that seeds were placed
directly on top and thereby "burned" to slow germination.^-' Again, it is
possible that the continuation of intercropping of Katumani with beans reflects
the farmers' rational adjustment to the risks of a very bad drought, so they
will at least be able to salvage some food from their crop.
It can bo seen that data on the responsiveness or resistance of farmers
to now campaigns can be very useful.

As far as the marginal farming areas are

concerned, it suggests that the high adoption rates sometimes found, at first
may conceal the reality of many partial adoptions and of the short life of
innovations which are taken up.

It is hoped that further study of the situation

may suggest ways to keep tho current -jetton and Katumani campaigns from going
tho way of tho anti-goat and terrace building campaigns of tho past.
(l) Sug ,.;stod ^y J.A. Mori

from

interviews near Embu town.

-17Section 3 - Concluding Chapter
Approaches to Prob3.ems of Agricultural Development
A.

THE ORTHODOX

APPROACH

As seen earlier the paper deals with a study of directed change in
the overall National effort to effect economic development. While this
implies that the study must base its conceptual models on modern economic
theory, it is realised that this may not be sufficient. Economists in
developing countries realise that modern economic theory was written by and
tailored for developed developing countries and the' particular models may
have to be modified drastically fox- use in Africa. Eor examplei(&) Modern economic theory tends to be narrow and tends to
overlook
social and political influences on economic development cf individual
countries. The recognition of scarce resources, 'the mobilisation of
these resources, and their allocation to competing enterprises, either
at national or regional, level, depends very largely or. the political
and hence the Bureaucratic structure5 for example Tanaarda's and .Kenya's
present development strategies.
(b) Economic theory does not fully describe the absence or presence of slowrate of development - that is it does not fully analyse the presence of
disproportionate or heterogenous factors of production and the consequences
of alternative policies e.g. relying on impoxi; of ski3.1ed manpower, capital
etc. or embarking on a policy of self reliance.
>.c) The problems of introduction of nav innovations like cash crops to peasant
farming, where pressure of land is "{root. Surely the problem is different
where it is possible to grow these crops along side cf the basic food
crops than where it is not possible?
(<!,' Differences in population. In India and Pakistan (whore most work on
development economics has been done) it is possible that they are in
fact fighting against Malthusian. predictions and experiencing very retarted rate cf development, whereas low populated under developed
countries may face very different problems.
i,e) The level of natural resources and the existing level of Development
of the infrastructure and the economy as a whole. These will call for
modification, for example, where the infrastructure is poor, level of
literacy is poor and rural people ore subsistence peasant cultivators
for example Mbere and Machakos Kikumbuliu, it becomes increasingly
difficult to talk of perfect competition with any degree of confidence.
Indeed while available data is very limited and studies are based on
small samples, the tendency for many workers to supplement their work with
many assumptions, I suggest,contributes one of the major weaknesses in converting the results to major practical issues.
B.

THE LINEAR

PR0GPu2MING

APPROACH

Judith Heycr's work in Machakos"'" was an attempt to show how Linear
porgramming analysis of a group of small farmers in dry lowland Machakos
is able to throw light or. the potential for improvement, through modification of farm production constraints and the relative merits of alternate
crop innonations on the farm.
Linear programming is a special case of an output/input model in which
there is a. choice, and the functions are linear, subject to resource constraints. This model as it stands calls for the following basic assumptions.
(a) No economies or diseconomies of scale.
(b) Earners have and make straight forward choices once their assumed -constraints, likc-s and dislikes are satisfied.

*

(c) Activities represented are discrete rather than continous choices.
1. J. Heyer, Linear Programming model for peasant Agrie. in Kenya, S.A.I-3.S.
Conf. Paper 1955.

-18linear programming depends critically on the particular assumptions and
co-efficients used. The use..of..data collected in.oral- interviews -ith1 pc-asant
farmers where no records are kept, means more painstaking data collection is
essential. Tho task is momentous and however thorough some ends arc'often left
untied. Some of these ends which were noticeable in the study were J(a) The study was in- 1962/53. Gotten was introduced in the same year and
Katumani Synthetic II was only one year old. Consequently there was-vor- little
Katumani grown, in Mass! at the time of study. Only two farmers growing
cotton, could be studied. The rest ofthe information appears to be from
research stations and government files which has its own peculiar limitations.
(b) The paper admits that 1962/63 was a normal year. Yet
the model
had to hive uata for low rainfall aid high rainfall. She used correlation constraints for these periods obtained from interviews with traders
•and agricultural officers (adimitted AI level)
(c) Yield fluctuation for the high, uediun ^nd poor years is therefore an
estimation.
Yet the conclusions derived appear rather conelusive:1.

That cotton is not an improvement over traditi . .al food crops especially
in lew rainfall areas, given a high maize shortage price. When Katumani
is considered, cotton cannot compete at all.

2.

If constant maize price be assumed, cotton becomes much more attractive
in all rainfall, conditions. Even Katumani maize cannot compote although
it can be grown as a subsidiary crop.

That is in the interests of cotton, maize growing should bo discouraged and apparent agreement with Mathews Report."
-As a senior extension official said, " I find Miss Heyer's work interesting academically, but if it veil help us hero in Machakos, I do not know. You
see, she thinks we export maize,- but we havo not even solved our famine problem'.
"Cc ton is qui. to- a different aspect. It is a cash crop which we think has a
great future and it will expand as we modify our approach - for example curcotton block system".
Perhaps the most important factor ignored in Heyer's analysis is the fact
that performance of cotton and maize in research station data even when we allow
for the low level of inputs differs not only quantitatively but also qualitatively.
In an earlier cart of the paper It was shown that Katumani maize without early
planting early*weeding, and good' spacing might fail just like the local maize.
Indeed the current situation is for Katumani failures on a scale which Is
alarming, when rainfall is under 12'/ season. Therefore Heyers minimum yields
for Katumoni or rather the assumption of !non crop failure' might bo an. overestimation.
Apparently the study ignored the process of innovation so. aptly described
by Rogers^. At the time of study rainy farmers may not even nave boon aware of
cotton or Katumani. Ey assuming that farmers find it as easy to make choices
-C -hVie-computer, the model overlooks
several factors - (a) that in the
margLna.1 regions the choices'are few and infact boil down to cotton, Katumani;
commercial beans and tobacco, (b) Management implies the making of decisions
concerning the farm. But taking Heycr's estimate that "67$ of male population
is aw.y leaving old men, incapabilied people and farms are in effect run by
women" and also that "these are peasant women who wont take any employe"' job15
it is possible that tnere might be very little 'management' and what m.-.y exist
may be routine with very strong traditional cultural tinge.
1. Report .of the Maize Commission cf Enquiry, \cnya, Hair-obi'1963.
2* E. Rogers, Bidfusion of Innovations; MacMillan Co,

pp., 76—119 •
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By assuming no economies or diseconomies of scale, one cannot, using
the .model, descr: to the place oi the communal self help projects, communal
cetton block mechanisation programmes, raditional Mwethya groups, ujamaa
villages, etc. Secondly, assuming a linear response to factors of,production one ignores certain agronomic factors. Por instance. Plant Pathologists know that soils might 'loose heart' for no apparent reason and no
amount or degree of weeding, fertilizing or terracing will increase yields.
Given farming standards in Masii and Muputi - the classical dry areas of
Central Ma.ltahos - one must admit that the systems of farming encourage
neraatadebacterial and fungal infection. to increase rather than decrease,
ana many soils must have lost this heart as shown by t] • endemic diseases
of such crops as maize - (Zinyaithi) pigeon peas (ilake)"beans (Kathwa,
Kinyaithi) etc. Also these areas were the classical examples of the 1950s
" Mangalata" sheet erosion problem! Given that there is very little shifting
cultivation and that the use of manures and fertilizers has been minimal
one understands such answers as 'yes Sir, last year. I broadcast a bag ui
fertilizer there, but nothing happens-so this season I decided not to use
anything.
In Machakos, former homestead/kraal areas are the most fertile areas
'Maanzo' and every adult householder strives to get a portion of that land
In fact these areas a.re constant causes of murders and accusations of witchcraft practices. They are the most itportant plots from which the farmer
obtains some of his statistics for researchers in order to impress. These
areas are often, however, hot manure beds which demonstrate the principle
of diminishing returns very clearly as maize plants, lodge before maturity
due to excessive Nitrogen or die early due to podsotic conditions in the
soil.
It is over 5 years since Heyer's study was comple cd. Prom the
current study and observations with ar Extension Officer in this area,
it is quite clear that due to many factors plus .storeage difficulties the
eating of green maize cobs and high variability in yields, famine is still
endemic. Sales of maize do not necessarily mean there is a surplus since
cotton is very nav, sisal is nolonger sold and there is no obvious cash
earner in a pla<.: e where school fees, and taxes are often collected by uncompromising chiefs and agressive tribal police.
A

COMPLIMENTARY

APPROACH

A linear programme approach would, appear to handle farm management
data efficiently. It would probably stand on its own in developed farming
communities.
But as seen earlier, the communities studied for this paper are more
complex in that sociaA considerations probably influence farm management
decisions very significantly. A study designed to compliment farm management economics would therefore analyse the farmer in the context of the
roles he plays e.g. as an economic man, as a social agent; as a father and
leader of a household the socializing agent of a society? as a citizen,
an owner of factors of production, etc. The peasant farmer would make decisions in all those and other spheres which have a direct influence on the
•use of his resources. He will allow only a certain^depend on profitability
his likes and dislikes alone but also on unforseen psychological issues like
his attitude to rituals - does the innovations contravene these? His values
must also be identified first. Probably these could be allowed for in a linear
programming model but for such an exercise solutions which consider individual
farmers a.lone are more likely to be representative.

/degree of risk ud no more. Therefore adoption of new practices will not

-20Por example, in the current study, introduction of new crops was
found- to.be facing problems which could not'be suitably exposed and
accounted for ih a linear programming model1. Also throughout the paper,
there has been an effort to show how the environmental factors conditions
social adaptation and response to opportunities.
The author wishes
thanx Mri Jon Moris and Mr. Hall for their
comments a;:.a criticise of the paper.

7th November, 1967

Appendix

II-C

Cummulative Percentage of Farmers who have Adopted Katumani
Over Successive Years
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